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Many of today's organizations "live in public"; they devote extensive resources to branding, catching the public eye, and capitalizing on the
age of transparency. But, at the same time, a growing number of companies and other collectives are flying under the radar, concealing their
identities and activities. This book offers a framework for thinking about how organizations and their members communicate identity to
relevant audiences. Considering the degree to which organizations reveal themselves, the extent to which members express their
identification with the organization, and whether the audience is public or local, author Craig R. Scott describes collectives as residing in
"regions" that range from transparent to shaded, from shadowed to dark. Taking a closer look at groups like EarthFirst!, the Church of
Scientology, Alcoholics Anonymous, the KKK, Skull and Bones, U.S. special mission units, men's bathhouses, and various terrorist
organizations, this book draws attention to shaded, shadowed, and dark collectives as important organizations in the contemporary
landscape.
This is the story of how L. Ron Hubbard discovered the reactive mind and developed the procedures to get rid of it. Originally written for a
national magazine—published to coincide with the release of Dianetics.
“A masterful piece of reporting . . . Reitman tells a spellbinding story of a larger-than-life personality whose quirks, ticks and charisma shaped
America’s newest homegrown religious movement.” — Washington Post Scientology is known for its celebrity believers and its team of
“volunteer ministers” at disaster sites such as the World Trade Center; its notably aggressive response to criticism or its attacks on
psychiatry; its requirement that believers pay as much as hundreds of thousands of dollars to reach the highest levels of salvation. But for all
its notoriety, Scientology has remained America’s least understood new religion, even as it has been one of its most successful. Now Janet
Reitman tells its riveting full story in the first objective modern history of Scientology, at last revealing the astonishing truth about life within the
controversial religion for its members and ex-members. Based on five years of research, confidential documents, and extensive interviews
with current and former Scientologists, this is an utterly compelling work of nonfiction and the defining work on an elusive faith. “A
meticulously researched history and revealing exposé, a frightening portrait of a religion that many find not just controversial, but dangerous.”
— Boston Globe “This book is fearless.” — Wall Street Journal A New York Times Notable Book Amazon.com Best Books of 2011, Nonfiction
San Francisco Chronicle Top Ten of 2011
National Book Award Finalist The enhanced eBook edition of Lawrence Wright’s revelatory study of Scientology includes additional
photographs and documents, plus more than thirty minutes of original video—taped interviews with former members of the church speaking
about what drew them to Scientology and about discovering past lives, the church’s position on abortion and homosexuality, and how the
Guardian’s Office functions; and in interviews with the author, Lawrence Wright speaks about his aims in writing this book, his respect for his
sources, and methods of research. A clear-sighted revelation, a deep penetration into the world of Scientology by Pulitzer Prize-winning
author of The Looming Tower, the now-classic study of al-Qaeda’s 9/11 attack. Based on more than two hundred personal interviews with
current and former Scientologists—both famous and less well known—and years of archival research, Lawrence Wright uses his extraordinary
investigative ability to uncover for us the inner workings of the Church of Scientology. At the book’s center, two men whom Wright brings
vividly to life, showing how they have made Scientology what it is today: The darkly brilliant science-fiction writer L. Ron Hubbard, whose
restless, expansive mind invented a new religion. And his successor, David Miscavige—tough and driven, with the unenviable task of
preserving the church after the death of Hubbard. We learn about Scientology’s complicated cosmology and special language. We see the
ways in which the church pursues celebrities, such as Tom Cruise and John Travolta, and how such stars are used to advance the church’s
goals. And we meet the young idealists who have joined the Sea Org, the church’s clergy, signing up with a billion-year contract. In Going
Clear, Wright examines what fundamentally makes a religion a religion, and whether Scientology is, in fact, deserving of this constitutional
protection. Employing all his exceptional journalistic skills of observation, understanding, and shaping a story into a compelling narrative,
Lawrence Wright has given us an evenhanded yet keenly incisive book that reveals the very essence of what makes Scientology the
institution it is.
As astonishing as it is compelling -- Steve Cannane's extraordinary insight into Scientology in Australia is investigative journalism at its very
best. From Rugby League players trying to improve their game, to Hollywood superstars and the depressed sons of media moguls,
Scientology has recruited its share of famous Australians. Less known is that Australia was the first place to ban Scientology, or that
Scientology spies helped expose the Chelmsford Deep Sleep Scandal. Numerous Australians have held senior posts in the organisation only
to fall foul of the top brass and lose their families as a result. Based on years of interviews and research, Walkley Award-winning journalist
Steve Cannane tells for the first time the fascinating story of Australia's vital involvement with this powerful, secretive and punitive cult.
Scientology
“Antipsychiatry,” Esalen, psychedelics, and DSM III: Radical challenges to psychiatry and the conventional treatment of mental health in the
1970s. The upheavals of the 1960s gave way to a decade of disruptions in the 1970s, and among the rattled fixtures of American society was
mainstream psychiatry. A “Radical Caucus” formed within the psychiatric profession and the “antipsychiatry” movement arose. Critics
charged that the mental health establishment was complicit with the military-industrial complex, patients were released from mental
institutions, and powerful antipsychotic drugs became available. Meanwhile, practitioners and patients experimented with new approaches to
mental health, from primal screaming and the therapeutic use of psychedelics to a new reliance on quantification. In Break on Through, Lucas
Richert investigates the radical challenges to psychiatry and to the conventional treatment of mental health that emerged in the 1970s and the
lessons they offer for current debates. Drawing on archives and government documents, medical journals, and interviews, and interweaving
references to pop (counter)culture into his account, Richert offers fascinating stories of the decade's radical mental health practices. He
discusses anti–Vietnam War activism and the new diagnosis of post–traumatic stress disorder given to some veterans; the radical
psychiatrists who fought the system (and each other); the entry of New Age–style therapies, including Esalen's Human Potential Movement,
into the laissez-faire therapeutic marketplace of the 1970s; the development of DSM III; and the use of LSD, cannabis, and MDMA. Many of
these issues have resonance today. Debates over medical marijuana and microdoses of psychedelics echo debates of the 1970s. With rising
rates of such disorders as anxiety and depression, practitioners and patients continue to search for therapeutic breakthroughs.
*Now a #1 New York Times bestseller* The only book to examine the origins of Scientology's current leader, RUTHLESS tells the revealing
story of David Miscavige's childhood and his path to the head seat of the Church of Scientology told through the eyes of his father. Ron
Miscavige's personal, heartfelt story is a riveting insider's look at life within the world of Scientology. Not for sale outside the U.S.
Hugh Urban tells the real story of Scientology from its cold war-era beginnings in the 1950s to its prominence today as the religion of
Hollywood's celebrity elite. Urban paints a vivid portrait of Hubbard, the enigmatic founder who once commanded his own private fleet and an
intelligence apparatus rivaling that of the U.S. government. One FBI agent described him as "a mental case," but to his followers he is the
man who "solved the riddle of the human mind." Urban details Scientology's decades-long war with the IRS, which ended with the church
winning tax-exempt status as a religion; the rancorous cult wars of the 1970s and 1980s; as well as the latest challenges confronting
Scientology, from attacks by the Internet group Anonymous to the church's efforts to suppress the online dissemination of its esoteric
teachings.
The DEFECTOR is a strong, personal story about the uncanny parallel world of Scientology.The DEFECTOR is written by Robert Dam, who
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himself was a member of the mothership of Scientology in EUROPE - right in the center of Danish capital, Copenhagen - for 20 years, until
he defected in 2004.The story of his personal life with Scientology, as well as the story of the movement itself, is not for the fainthearted. It is
hair-raising reading. Scientology's paranoid world view and the strict control of its members and critics make an alarming pivot point in the
authors' story as well as the story of the movement itself.The book is extremely well written, a real page turner, an absolute thriller. The story
opens with a classic thriller plot, in which part of the ending is unveiled after which we start at the beginning. Slowly, the context of the plot is
unraveled, and finally we are at the beginning, and we have already understood, why it had to end this way.
The Handbook of Scientology brings together a collection of fresh studies of the most persistently controversial of all contemporary New
Religions
Why Scientology must be reformed. It answers the most frequently asked questions about Scientology today, including: 1.What is behind the
madness and violence widely reported on Scientology Inc. supreme leader David Miscavige? 2. Why does Tom Cruise continue to support
Miscavige despite international media reports of his increasingly sociopathic conduct? 3. What does Tom Cruise know and when did he know
it? 4.Does Cruise follow his mentor Miscavige's penchant for bullying and violence? 5.The whole story of Miscavige's pimping and pandering
for Cruise. 6.Where does all the money go? 7.Can Scientology survive all the exposure? 8.What is the future of Scientology?
In 1971 Paulette Cooper wrote a scathing book about the Church of Scientology. Desperate to shut the book down, Scientology unleashed on
her one of the most sinister personal campaigns the free world has ever known. The onslaught, which lasted years, ruined her life, and drove
her to the brink of suicide. The story of Paulette's terrifying ordeal is told in full for the first time in The Unbreakable Miss Lovely, published by
Silvertail Books. It reveals the shocking details of the darkest chapter in Scientology's checkered history, which ended with senior members in
prison, and the organization's reputation permanently damaged. 'A brilliant exposition of how a child who escaped the Nazis grew up to be
hunted by the Church of Scientology' - John Sweeney 'A page-turner packed with barely believable facts. The details are worthy of John le
Carre' - Jon Atack www.theunbreakablemisslovely.com
What is Scientology really? Behind the glossy logos and sleek advertisements and South Park parodies, what do Scientologists really believe
and practice? Is it really a religion? Who was L. Ron Hubbard and why did he start it in the first place? Is their "technology" for real or just so
much New Age pseudoscience? Former insider Chris Shelton grew up in Scientology and worked for it for 25 years. This critical analysis
covers the key aspects of its beliefs, practices and structure from the bottom to the top, including not just the confidential Xenu story but
details all of the upper level scriptures. Chris goes into detail about what goes on inside Scientology churches, why their members get
involved in the first place and what it takes to get out should someone decide to leave. An informative guide for anyone who has been
involved with Scientology in the past as well as anyone who wants to understand what it's really all about.
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • An eye-opening, no-holds-barred memoir about life in the Church of Scientology, now with a new
afterword by the author—the outspoken actress and star of the A&E docuseries Leah Remini: Scientology and the Aftermath Leah Remini has
never been the type to hold her tongue. That willingness to speak her mind, stand her ground, and rattle the occasional cage has enabled this
tough-talking girl from Brooklyn to forge an enduring and successful career in Hollywood. But being a troublemaker has come at a cost. That
was never more evident than in 2013, when Remini loudly and publicly broke with the Church of Scientology. Now, in this frank, funny,
poignant memoir, the former King of Queens star opens up about that experience for the first time, revealing the in-depth details of her painful
split with the church and its controversial practices. Indoctrinated into the church as a child while living with her mother and sister in New
York, Remini eventually moved to Los Angeles, where her dreams of becoming an actress and advancing Scientology’s causes grew
increasingly intertwined. As an adult, she found the success she’d worked so hard for, and with it a prominent place in the hierarchy of
celebrity Scientologists alongside people such as Tom Cruise, Scientology’s most high-profile adherent. Remini spent time directly with
Cruise and was included among the guests at his 2006 wedding to Katie Holmes. But when she began to raise questions about some of the
church’s actions, she found herself a target. In the end, she was declared by the church to be a threat to their organization and therefore a
“Suppressive Person,” and as a result, all of her fellow parishioners—including members of her own family—were told to disconnect from her.
Forever. Bold, brash, and bravely confessional, Troublemaker chronicles Leah Remini’s remarkable journey toward emotional and spiritual
freedom, both for herself and for her family. This is a memoir designed to reveal the hard-won truths of a life lived honestly—from an author
unafraid of the consequences. Praise for Troublemaker “An aggressively honest memoir . . . Troublemaker is the most raw and revealing
Scientology memoir to date.”—Entertainment Weekly “Leah’s story is a juicy, inside-Hollywood read, but it’s more than that. It’s a moving
story about the value of questioning authority and how one woman survived a profound crisis of faith.”—People
Dislocating Globality: Deterritorialization, Difference and Resistance offers a broad panorama of critical approaches to globalization and its
effects analysing it both on a theoretical level, and basing the analysis in using cases from different parts of the world.

A CHURCH'S LIES, HARASSMENT, ABUSE, AND DECEIT. A MUST-READ TRUE STORY OF A GIRL WHO TOOK A
COURAGEOUS STAND AGAINST AN EMPIRE. This book casts quite a spin, for any avid reader, following the welltraversed path of an individual on a journey of the pursuit of happiness and love, to salvation and ultimately freedom from
a life of oppression dictated by the Church of Scientology. You will discover in this biography-styled religious
documentary, the ins, and outs of a so-called religion that promotes freedom and equality, and the hypocrisies of the
highly acclaimed cult rising to power, in this story of tyranny and dictatorship. This eye-opening life-experience of a child,
born into, and raised according to the beliefs of the Church of Scientology, soon joining the militant-structured higher
echelons of the church as a staff member, is an extremely informative tell-all of how the church takes hold on one's life
completely and utterly. Many people in this day and age, have heard of this church, but are unaware of the scope of its
reach, and the depth of its grips in our society's structure. With opinion leaders, like big-time celebrities vouching for this
organized religion, can one really trust the hype? Once one joins, are you truly free to leave in peace? This book offers
an inside view of what it is truly like to be raised in this religious lifestyle, as a Scientologist. And how once you decide it
is no longer for you, how the Church of Scientology seeks to destroy you as an individual, cutting one off from family,
friends, and the like, all still associated with the church.In this book, the author: ?Presents her own crisis of faith. ?Shows
how the loss of family and the support of loved ones can destabilize one greatly ?Presents compelling insight into the
Church of Scientology's current-day antics and violations of Civil Rights and one's own Constitutional Rights!?Shows how
widespread mental illness and depression have become ?Presents many true-life stories of overcoming the struggles of
racism and the divide this has caused in today's society. ?Shows how bullying has become the number one youth
epidemic and is a sadistically growing form of modern entertainment in all age groups. ?Presents many true-life
challenges overcome by pure determination, and is an inspiration to many facing such daily challenges. ?Encourages
readers to genuinely view and embrace humanity, and empathy for one's fellow man. You will learn:1. How the Church of
Scientology truly operates, and can adversely affect an individual and their whole infrastructure of life, should one choose
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to follow this faith. 2. How to feel compassion and understanding for so many who have lost loved ones to this so-called
faith. 3. To recognize one's own trials and tribulations through the tale of one, and discover how truly important family is,
and how easily their support can be taken for granted. 4. The wide variety of true stories will encourage and inspire one
to really open their eyes to become more accepting of people from different faiths, different cultures, and different beliefs.
5. To be able to identify with the many heartbreaking stories of so many who have been bullied, ostracized, shunned and
labeled by the harsh judgments society doles out so quickly. 6. One will learn how to empathize with their fellow mankind,
regardless of their background, beliefs, and upbringing.
Traces the story of the fast-growing religion while addressing such controversies as the organization's attacks on
psychiatry, its celebrity support, and its steep tithing requirements.
This eye-opening life-experience of a child, born into, and raised according to the beliefs of the Church of Scientology,
soon joining the militant-structured higher echelons of the church as a staff member, is an extremely informative tell-all of
how the church takes hold on one's life completely and utterly. Many people in this day and age, have heard of this
church, but are unaware of the scope of it's reach, and the depth of it's grips in our society's structure. With opinion
leaders, like big-time celebrities vouching for this organized religion, can one really trust the hype? Once one joins, are
you truly free to leave in peace? This book offers an inside view of what it is truly like to be raised in this religious lifestyle,
as a Scientologist. And how once you decide it is no longer for you, how the Church of Scientology seeks to destroy you
as an individual, cutting one off from family, friends, and the like, all still associated with the church.
Tom Cruise and John Travolta say the Church of Scientology is a force for good. Others disagree. Award-winning
journalist John Sweeney investigated the Church for more than half a decade. During that time he was intimidated, spied
on and followed and the results were spectacular: Sweeney lost his temper with the Church's spokesman on camera and
his infamous 'exploding tomato' clip was seen by millions around the world. In THE CHURCH OF FEAR Sweeney tells
the full story of his experiences for the first time and paints a devastating picture of this strange organisation, from former
Scientologists who tell heartbreaking stories of families torn apart and lives ruined to its current followers who say it is the
solution to many of mankind's problems. This is the real story of the Church by the reporter who was brave enough to
take it on.
In this book, we have hand-picked the most sophisticated, unanticipated, absorbing (if not at times crackpot!), original
and musing book reviews of "Inside Scientology: The Story of America's Most Secretive Religion." Don't say we didn't
warn you: these reviews are known to shock with their unconventionality or intimacy. Some may be startled by their biting
sincerity; others may be spellbound by their unbridled flights of fantasy. Don't buy this book if: 1. You don't have nerves of
steel. 2. You expect to get pregnant in the next five minutes. 3. You've heard it all.
By using copyright in sacred texts, American religious organizations help to create, manage, and control emerging
spiritual communities.
Artists Peter and Karen Schless were seduced by Scientology's celebrity spirituality, and detoured from Hollywood
careers to join its extremist group, the Sea Org. In leader David Miscavige's inner sanctum, they built their mental prison
as they melded into its radicalized lifestyle where danger, captivity and abuse were normalized. After three escapes,
Karen chose between two unbearable options.
New Age, Neopagan, and New Religious Movements is the most extensive study to date of modern American alternative
spiritual currents. Hugh B. Urban covers a range of emerging religions from the mid-nineteenth century to the present,
including the Nation of Islam, Mormonism, Scientology, ISKCON, Wicca, the Church of Satan, Peoples Temple, and the
Branch Davidians. This essential text engages students by addressing major theoretical and methodological issues in the
study of new religions and is organized to guide students in their learning. Each chapter focuses on one important issue
involving a particular faith group, providing readers with examples that illustrate larger issues in the study of religion and
American culture. Urban addresses such questions as, Why has there been such a tremendous proliferation of new
spiritual forms in the past 150 years, even as our society has become increasingly rational, scientific, technological, and
secular? Why has the United States become the heartland for the explosion of new religious movements? How do we
deal with complex legal debates, such as the use of peyote by the Native American Church or the practice of plural
marriage by some Mormon communities? And how do we navigate issues of religious freedom and privacy in an age of
religious violence, terrorism, and government surveillance?
One of the most commonly asked questions about Scientology is this: how can a person of sound mind believe any of it
and fall into this very amateurish-looking trap? Why does it seem so valuable that people sacrifice all their energy, time
and money for this system, which seems suspicious even at first glance? And how can such a seemingly primitive scam
still exist after almost 70 years? The initial question is answered by the shocking story of Diana Dudas. The book was
first published on March 21, 2019 in Hungary and judging from the responses received so far, it rapidly became a
readers’ favourite and a source of inspiration to many. In addition to a heart-wrenching story, which is presented in
gripping detail, the book also contains a detailed and precise description of the everyday life of a Scientologist. As one
reviewer put it: "her radiant, brave and iron-willed personality and her unique storytelling style infuse the entire novel and
make it a real page-turner". The reader will have a better understanding of the whys and wherefores by following her
along her path in Scientology. This book is recommended to anyone who would like to better understand the inner
workings of this so-called church. Especially those people who want to take a stand against this sophisticated, wellestablished system that is dripping with malice. There is no great arsenal of effective weapons to fight it, but one of them
is knowledge, through gaining a thorough understanding of the monster one faces.
National Book Award Finalist A clear-sighted revelation, a deep penetration into the world of Scientology by the Pulitzer
Prize-winning author of The Looming Tower, the now-classic study of al-Qaeda’s 9/11 attack. Based on more than two
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hundred personal interviews with current and former Scientologists—both famous and less well known—and years of
archival research, Lawrence Wright uses his extraordinary investigative ability to uncover for us the inner workings of the
Church of Scientology. At the book’s center, two men whom Wright brings vividly to life, showing how they have made
Scientology what it is today: The darkly brilliant science-fiction writer L. Ron Hubbard, whose restless, expansive mind
invented a new religion. And his successor, David Miscavige—tough and driven, with the unenviable task of preserving the
church after the death of Hubbard. We learn about Scientology’s complicated cosmology and special language. We see
the ways in which the church pursues celebrities, such as Tom Cruise and John Travolta, and how such stars are used to
advance the church’s goals. And we meet the young idealists who have joined the Sea Org, the church’s clergy, signing
up with a billion-year contract. In Going Clear, Wright examines what fundamentally makes a religion a religion, and
whether Scientology is, in fact, deserving of this constitutional protection. Employing all his exceptional journalistic skills
of observation, understanding, and shaping a story into a compelling narrative, Lawrence Wright has given us an
evenhanded yet keenly incisive book that reveals the very essence of what makes Scientology the institution it is.
Please note that the content of this book primarily consists of articles available from Wikipedia or other free sources
online. Pages: 35. Chapters: Books critical of Scientology, The Thriving Cult of Greed and Power, Blown for Good, Barefaced Messiah, Fads and Fallacies in the Name of Science, The Road to Total Freedom, Ali's Smile: Naked Scientology,
The Complex: An Insider Exposes the Covert World of the Church of Scientology, Another Gospel, Hollywood
Undercover, Inside Scientology: How I Joined Scientology and Became Superhuman, The Secrets of Scientology, A
Doctor's Report on Dianetics, On the Edge, The Scandal of Scientology, From Slogans to Mantras, A Piece of Blue Sky,
Anderson Report, Hollywood, Interrupted, L. Ron Hubbard, Messiah or Madman?, Scientology: The Now Religion, The
New Believers, The Mind Benders, Larson's Book of World Religions and Alternative Spirituality, Religion Inc., DumbletonPowles Report, Believe What You Like, Cults of Unreason, Foster Report, Until Nothing Remains. Excerpt: "The Thriving
Cult of Greed and Power" is an article, written in 1991 by U.S. investigative journalist Richard Behar, which is highly
critical of Scientology. It was first published by Time magazine on May 6, 1991, as an eight-page cover story, and was
later published in Reader's Digest in October 1991. Behar had previously published an article on Scientology in Forbes
magazine. He stated that he was investigated by attorneys and private investigators affiliated with the Church of
Scientology while researching the Time article, and that investigators contacted his friends and family as well. Behar's
article covers topics including L. Ron Hubbard and the development of Scientology, its controversies over the years and
history of litigation, conflict with psychiatry and the U.S. Internal Revenue Service, the suicide of Noah Lottick, its status
as a religion, and its business dealings. After the article's publication, the Church of Scientology mounted a...
The Church of Scientology is one of the most recognizable American-born new religions, but perhaps the least
understood. With academic and popular interest on the rise, many books have been written about Scientology and surely
more will follow. Although academics have begun to pay more attention to Scientology, the subject has received
remarkably little qualitative attention. Indeed, no work has systematically addressed such questions as: what do
Scientologists themselves have to say about their religion's history, theology, and practices? How does Scientology act
as a religion for them? What does "lived religion" look like for a Scientologist? This is not so much a book about the
Church of Scientology, its leaders, or its controversies, as it is a compilation of narratives and histories based on the
largely unheard or ignored perspectives of Scientologists themselves. Drawing on six years of interviews, fieldwork, and
research conducted among members of the Church of Scientology, this groundbreaking work examines features of the
new religion's history, theology, and praxis in ways that move discussion beyond apostate-driven and exposé accounts.
Rather than being ephemeral fads, new religious movements (NRMs) have always been and will always be with us. So
will their study. Offering an assessment of the state-of-the-field of the study of NRMs, Visioning New and Minority
Religions begins by considering the analytical tools for the study of new or minority religions, drawing on the perspectives
of diverse academic disciplines. The second part focuses on individual groups in a variety of geographical settings.
Chapters in this section review the histories of particular groups in order to extrapolate future developments. They cover
new religions that have persisted well past the first generation, such as the Church of Jesus Christ of Latter-day Saints
and the Christian Scientists, and groups with comparatively shorter histories, such as various forms of contemporary
Paganism, Soka Gakkai, and the Diamond Way Buddhist group. This volume will be of interest to scholars from across
religious studies and sociology, as well as members of new and minority religious groups and those in "cult watching"
groups.
Four acknowledged experts in search engine optimization share guidelines and innovative techniques that will help you
plan and execute a comprehensive SEO strategy. This second edition brings you up to date on recent changes in search
engine behavior—such as new ranking methods involving user engagement and social media—with an array of effective
tactics, from basic to advanced. Comprehend SEO’s many intricacies and complexities Explore the underlying theory
and inner workings of search engines Understand the role of social media, user data, and links Discover tools to track
results and measure success Recognize how changes to your site can confuse search engines Learn to build a
competent SEO team with defined roles Glimpse the future of search and the SEO industry Visit www.artofseobook.com
for late-breaking updates, checklists, worksheets, templates, and guides. "SEO expertise is a core need for today’s
online businesses. Written by some of the top SEO practitioners out there, this book can teach you what you need to
know for your online business." —Tony Hsieh, CEO of Zappos.com, Inc., author of New York Times bestseller Delivering
Happiness
Wonderpedia offers the books reviews, while NeoPopRealism Journal publishes news, views and other information
additionally to the books reviews. These publications were founded by Nadia RUSS in 2007 and 2008, in new York City.
Jenna Miscavige Hill was raised to obey. As the niece of the Church of Scientology's leader David Miscavige, she grew
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up at the center of this highly controversial and powerful organization. But at twenty-one Jenna made a daring break from
Scientology. Now she speaks out about her life, the Church, and her dramatic escape, piercing the veil of secrecy that
has long shrouded this world. Jenna reveals unprecedented insider knowledge of the religion, its obscure rituals, and its
mysterious leader. From her prolonged separation from her parents as a child to her lack of personal freedoms to the
organization's emphasis on celebrity recruitment, Jenna goes behind the scenes of Scientology's oppressive and
alienating culture. Yet it is only when her family approaches dissolution that she is finally able to see the psychological
control that has ruled her life. Faced with a heartbreaking choice, she details how she made a courageous escape, but
not before being put through the ultimate test of family, faith, and love. At once captivating and disturbing, Beyond Belief
is an eye-opening exploration of the limits of religion and the lengths to which one woman went to break free.
New Religious Movements tend to start their lives with a number of unequivocal statements, not only of a theological
nature but also about the world and appropriate behaviours for the believer. Yet these apparently inalienable Truths and
their interpretations frequently become revised, ’adjusted’ or selectively adopted by different believers. This book
explores different ways in which, as NRMs develop, stagnate, fade away, or abruptly cease to exist, certain orthodoxies
and practices have, for one reason or another, been dropped or radically altered. Sometimes such changes are adapted
by only a section of the movement, resulting in schism. Of particular concern are processes that might lead to violent
and/or anti-social behaviour. As part of the Ashgate/Inform series, and in the spirit of the Inform Seminars, this book
approaches its topic from a wide range of perspectives. Contributors include academics, current and former members of
NRMs, and members of ’cult-watching’ movements. All the contributions are of a scholarly rather than a polemic nature,
and brought together by Eileen Barker, the founder of Inform.
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This book is an experiential analysis of over twenty modern religious/spiritual groups. The book is divided into two
generic segments, inclusive of a tri-perspective experiential analysis using a variety of cult danger rating scales, and a
more personal experiential description of the author's involvement in these groups, written in stream of consciousness
essay form. The groups explored include controversial religious organizations such as Scientology and The Unification
Church, as well as lesser known religious groups such as Conversations with God and Avatar, and also new age retreat
centers such as Omega Institute for Holistic Studies and Kripalu Center for Yoga and Health. The author describes both
the dangers and benefits of various groups, and based upon his own experiences is able to rate these groups on a cult
danger vs. spiritual benefits scale on a gradient from "high cult danger" to "favorable spiritual group."
This unparalleled introduction to cults and new religious movements has been completely up-dated and expanded to
reflect the latest developments; each chapter reviews the origins, leaders, beliefs, rituals and practices of a NRM,
highlighting the specific controversies surrounding each group. A fully updated, revised and expanded edition of an
unparalleled introduction to cults and new religious movements Profiles a number of the most visible, significant, and
controversial new religious movements, presenting each group’s history, doctrines, rituals, leadership, and organization
Offers a discussion of the major controversies in which new religious movements have been involved, using each profiled
group to illustrate the nature of one of those controversies Covers debates including what constitutes an authentic
religion, the validity of claims of brainwashing techniques, the implications of experimentation with unconventional sexual
practices, and the deeply rooted cultural fears that cults engender New sections include methods of studying new
religions in each chapter as well as presentations on ‘groups to watch’
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